I recently watched a prominent Christian leader on MSNBC-TV being asked about the ‘gay marriage’ issue. The interview went something like this:

TV host: ‘Did Jesus deal directly with the gay marriage issue?’

Christian leader: ‘No, but then Jesus didn’t deal directly with the abortion issue or many other issues …’

I shook my head in dismay. A proper response could have been such a powerful witness—to the interviewer and to the potential millions of viewers watching the news program.

So how could he have responded differently? Well, consider this:

‘First of all, Jesus as the God-man did deal directly with the gay marriage issue, in Matthew 19:4-6:

And He answered and said to them, Have you not read that He who made them at the beginning “made them male and female,” and said, “For this reason a man shall leave his father and mother and be joined to his wife, and the two shall become one flesh?”

So then, they are no longer two but one flesh. Therefore what God has joined together, let not man separate.’

My answer would have continued: ‘Christ quoted directly from the book of Genesis as literal history, to explain the doctrine of marriage as being one man for one woman. Thus marriage cannot be a man and a man or a woman and a woman.

‘Because Genesis is real history (as has been confirmed by observational science), Jesus dealt quite directly with the gay marriage issue when he explained the doctrine of marriage.

‘Not only this, but in John, Chapter 1, we read:

In the beginning was the Word, and the Word was with God, and the Word was God. The same was in the beginning with God. All things were made by him; and without him was not any thing made that was made.

‘Jesus, the Creator, is the Word. The Bible is the written Word. Every word in the Bible is really the Word of the Creator—Jesus Christ.

continued on page 2…
‘Therefore, in Leviticus 18:22, Jesus deals directly with the homosexual issue, and thus the gay marriage issue. This is also true of Romans 1:26-27 and 1 Timothy 1:9-10. Because Jesus in a real sense wrote all of the Bible, whenever Scripture deals with marriage and/or the homosexual issue, Jesus Himself is directly dealing with these issues.’

I also viewed the same Christian leader on CNN-TV doing an interview that in part went something like the following:

Interviewer: ‘Why are you against gay marriage?’

Christian leader: ‘Because down through the ages, culture after culture has taught that marriage is between a man and a woman.’

Well, I believe this kind of answer actually opens the door to gay marriage. How? Because it basically says that marriage is determined by law or opinion. Even in a secular context, the only answer a Christian should offer is:

‘The Bible is the Word of our Creator, and Genesis is literal history—it’s science and history can be trusted. Therefore we have an absolute authority that determines marriage.

‘God made the first man and woman—the first marriage. Thus marriage can only be a man and a woman, because we are accountable to the One who made marriage in the first place.’

So, why is it that we don’t see most Christian leaders giving these sorts of answers? Because, just like the Christian leader I saw on TV, the majority of them have compromised with the idea of millions of years and evolutionary beliefs in astronomy, geology and so on. As a result, the Bible’s authority has been undermined through such compromise, and it is thus not understood to be the absolute authority.

I believe that because of years of such compromise over Genesis and biblical authority, so many Christians cannot speak with authority as Christ did (Matthew 7:29). They don’t really understand how the literal history in Genesis 1-11 is foundational to every Christian doctrine—including marriage—and cannot in any way be compromised with man’s fallible ideas. Such compromise unlocks the door to adding man’s fallible ideas elsewhere in the Bible.

After generations of such an attitude toward the Bible, statistics (such as those from Barna Research) show clearly that the majority of Christians (and Christian leaders) no longer look on the Bible as the absolute authority. No wonder they appeal to human opinion / ‘what the majority says’ in their answers about moral issues.

This is why AiG has launched ‘Operation: Refuting Compromise.’ See the discounted resources starting on p. 5 that will help equip you to refute and confront compromise in the church.

Ken Ham and Dr. Jonathan Sarfati will be discussing Dr. Sarfati’s new book (left), which exposes the bad theology and bad science behind a belief in an old earth, in a live webcast, Tuesday, April 27 at 9 pm Eastern. Log on to www.AnswersInGenesis.org (the program will eventually be archived).

Ten years ago this month ...

AiG’s first newsletter, which was called Prayer News before we switched ministry names, was mailed nationwide in April 1994.
**Bringing a sculpture to life**

Sculpting a museum exhibit involves a lot more than molding some clay and a little wire.

First, we have to decide what’s the message—what will the sculpture help convey? Then we consult experts to determine the Bible’s teaching and the most up-to-date scientific findings about the people, animals or trees to be sculpted. For example, based on a study of dominant/recessive genes and universally recognized standards of beauty, AiG experts developed a detailed list of 25 specific physical characteristics for Adam and Eve, ranging from a height of 6’ 2” for Adam to thin, unattached eyebrows for Eve.

Next, an illustrator creates ‘concept drawings’ (see cat sample at right) to depict all of the traits for further review. Then it’s ‘back to the drawing board,’ as we make adjustments.

Only now does the sculpting begin—but not the full size yet. First, the sculptor creates a maquette (a mini sculpture) to help decide on the pose. After much deliberation, the actual sculpture begins.

Seem like a lot of work? No labor is wasted (and it’s actually a lot of fun) when it comes to glorifying the Lord and upholding His Word.

---

**Please pray**

- that our creative museum staff will come up with many more new exhibit ideas that will help teach biblical truths.
- that God will bless our new *Refuting Compromise* book as it is distributed in churches and Bible colleges, especially those that are on a slippery slope of re-writing parts of the Bible.
- that our AiG-England office will effectively follow up Ken Ham’s speaking tour of last month.
The Passion—AiG’s unique perspective

Want AiG’s different perspective on the blockbuster film The Passion of The Christ? We’ve written a movie review that’s far different from just about anything you’ll read from either the secular or even Christian press. Go to wwwAnswersInGenesisorg/ThePassion

Despite reservations about the film (read the web review), there’s no doubt that this is an opportunity to share our faith. The film has been the topic of much ‘watercooler’ conversation since late February.

AiG has a wonderful witnessing tool to help you share your faith to those family members and friends who may have seen the film (or have been talking about it), but who might be puzzled about what Christ’s death on the Cross really accomplished. Answers to the Four Big Questions is a 60-page oversized booklet (8 1/2” x 5 1/2”) which can be purchased at a heavily discounted price (see p. 6).

In addition to its clear gospel message at the end, the booklet answers the intriguing real-life questions seekers wrestle with:
• Does God exist?
• What about evolution?
• Where did the ‘races’ come from?
• Who was Cain’s wife?

See p. 6 for details on this highly effective witnessing tool, which can help you share your faith during a time when so many people are now talking about Jesus Christ.

Decision about controversial book due soon

About 7,000 people have already written the US National Park Service in Washington, D.C. to voice their opinions about a book on Noah’s Flood and the Grand Canyon, the text which became the target of a book-ban effort earlier this year.

Grand Canyon: A Different View—which features essays from four AiG staff and many others (including several Ph.D. scientists)—has been available at Grand Canyon bookstores since last year, but was in jeopardy of being removed after pressure by prominent evolutionists.

Headlines appeared from Taiwan to Texas when thousands of AiG supporters and others wrote the Park Service to request that the book not be banned from Park bookstores. As we go to press, a final decision has not yet been made by Park Service officials.

Interestingly, many emails, faxes and letters were sent by AiG supporters outside America. One of the more fascinating letters of the bunch came from the People’s Republic of China, written by an American living in that communist country.

Tom Vail’s striking book presents an alternative scientific and philosophical viewpoint that runs contrary to evolutionary dogma that the Canyon was formed by the Colorado River over millions of years. The book has thus incurred the wrath of evolutionary zealots. The opposition, however, has created such publicity for the text that the publisher has already had to go to the printer for a second printing!

For more background, go to wwwAnswersInGenesis.org/canyonupdate

Comment on the controversy even came from the People’s Republic of China.
OPERATION: REFUTING COMPROMISE

Each month during 2004, AiG will offer special resources as part of our Operation: Refuting Compromise—

Launching ‘a new era’ in refuting compromise in the church!

NEW BOOK by Dr Sarfati!
The most comprehensive defense of Genesis ever written.

Destined to become a 21st-century classic. With brilliant clarity, Dr Jonathan Sarfati (author of Refuting Evolution 1 & 2), refutes all major compromise views on Genesis, including the arguments for ‘progressive creation’ popularized by Dr Hugh Ross of Reasons to Believe.

Discover the most powerful scientific and biblical arguments in defense of a straightforward reading of Genesis. All in one book. God’s Word is true—case closed!

Special subsidized offer—first printing. This is an essential resource to put into the hands of pastors, professors, deacons and elders, and other Christians. Here’s your chance to make a difference in our era of collapsing biblical authority!

Refuting Compromise 425 pages. (High School–Adult) #10-2-164

Single copies (Reg. $14) .................................................. $7 EACH
2-5 copies: ............................................................... $5 EACH
6 or more copies ................................................................. $4 EACH

Prices do not include postage. Subsidized prices while stocks last. Only 50,000 printed.

Distant starlight, explained! Video and book special

This is ‘the video’ and book that Christians are turning to for answers! How can we see stars millions of light-years away? Dr Humphreys gives easy-to-understand answers, and his multimedia video is ‘out of this world.’ 133 pages. (High School–Adult)

#10-2-043. ................. $7

SPECIAL, Buy the book, and ADD the video (Reg. $12) for only $7 more!

Book & VHS #90-7-087 ...... $14
Book & DVD #90-7-153 ...... $14

Old-Earth Geology—Learn where the compromise began!

AiG’s Terry Mortenson (Ph.D. in the history of geology) reveals the shocking truth about the foundations of biblical compromise. Two power-packed, 55-minute talks that will forever change your understanding of the issues. Loads of high-impact graphics. (High School–Adult) VHS #90-7-118; DVD #90-7-117

The Origin of Old-Earth Geology and Christian Compromise (Parts 1 & 2) Reg. $24 (2 videos!) ............... $14

5 AUDIOTAPES ONLY $7 EXTRA! Buy Terry’s two-video set and get his 5-tape set Standing Against the Myth (Reg. $12) for only $7 more!

VHS & Audio set #90-7-166 ............... $21
DVD & Audio set #90-7-167 ............... $21

For a complete listing of all AiG resources, visit www.AnswersBookstore.com

Call 1-800-778-3390 (Extended hours: 9 am-7 pm, ET) • Fax (859) 727-2299
Soul-Winning Tools!

The Seven C’s of History
Ken Ham and Stacia McKeever
Christ’s story doesn’t begin (or end) with the Passion! Share the whole true story, beginning with Creation, that points to the Cross and Consummation! A summary of biblical history, using the 7 C’s storyline of AiG’s Creation Museum. 32 pages. (Jr High–Adult) #00-1-023
Reg. $.75 ............... $0.50

‘Questions’ Series
Ken Ham answers seven of the questions most asked of creationists. Each contains the ‘plan of salvation.’ (Age 13–Adult)
Is There Intelligent Life in Outer Space?
#00-1-019
Reg. $.75 each ............... $0.50 EACH

One Blood: THE BIBLICAL ANSWER TO RACISM
Ken Ham
The origin of ‘races’ and the biblical (and scientific) answer to racism. 174 pages. (High School–Adult) #10-2-114
Reg. $11 ......................... $8

Buy 100 or more of any assortment of the above booklets for only $.35 each!

Answers to the 4 Big Questions
Ken Ham and others
Give people the answers that they most need! The four most-asked questions from AiG’s Answers Book are now in an attractive oversize booklet. Great to hand out to unsaved friends and family! 60 pages. (Age 13–Adult) #10-2-125
$0.75 EACH

Ken Ham’s 3 most popular books & updated videos

Why Won’t They Listen?
Ken Ham
How to evangelize a secularized culture. A great resource for ministers and teachers. 181 pages. (High School–Adult) #10-2-143
Reg. $11 ......................... $8

SUPER SPECIAL Buy the book, and ADD the video (Reg. $12) for only $5 more!
Book & VHS #90-7-168 ......................... $13
Book & DVD #90-7-169 ......................... $13

The Lie: Evolution
Ken Ham
Ken Ham’s best seller—why the book of Genesis is so important—and why Christians should not believe in millions of years. 168 pages. (High School–Adult) #10-2-030
Reg. $11 ......................... $8

SUPER SPECIAL Buy the book, and ADD Ken’s Reclaiming the Culture DVD (Reg. $12) for only $5 more!
Book & VHS #90-7-171 ......................... $13
Book & DVD #90-7-172 ......................... $13

One Blood: THE BIBLICAL ANSWER TO RACISM
Ken Ham
The origin of ‘races’ and the biblical (and scientific) answer to racism. 174 pages. (High School–Adult) #10-2-114
Reg. $11 ......................... $8

SUPER SPECIAL Buy the book, and ADD Buddy Davis’ popular music CD (Reg. $13) for only $5 more!
Book & CD #90-7-170 ......................... $13

NOW AT SUPER DISCOUNTED PRICES!
For a complete listing of all AiG resources, visit www.AnswersBookstore.com

Prices not available at seminars. • These specials expire 30 June 2004!
ESSENTIAL TEACHING TOOLS! Lowest newsletter prices ever!

The Seven C’s of History CURRICULUM
Dan Lietha & Stacia McKeever
Based on Ken Ham’s famous ‘7 C’s’: creation, corruption, catastrophe, confusion, Christ, Cross and consummation. Includes a detailed teacher’s guide, and seven colorful student handouts. Great supplemental curriculum for home-school, Sunday school, Christian school, home devotions and VBS. One teacher manual, 80 pages. One complete set of seven full-color student handouts. (Ages 7-11) #10-1-182

40% Off! Reg. $12 ................................. $7

It All Begins with Genesis CURRICULUM
Sheila Richardson
A complete curriculum on creation for teens (and adults). 34 lessons. Teacher’s notes, student workbook, activities and a CD-ROM with many full-color illustrations and additional material. Ideal for Sunday school, Christian school, homeschool, family devotions or personal study. 480 pages. (Grades 6-8) NAS/NIV #10-2-140 (2 BOUND BOOKS); KJV #10-2-148 (LOOSE LEAF IN 3-RING BINDER)

Reg. $49 ........................................... $35

It All Begins with Genesis—Student Edition
268 pages. NAS/NIV #10-2-141 (BOUND)
KJV #10-2-149 (HOLE-PUNCHED LOOSE LEAF)

.......................... $9 EACH

Creation Adventure Team Videos
In this award-winning series, the Creation Adventure Team discovers the wonders of God’s six-day creation and the incredible answers to the mystery of the dinosaurs. It all makes sense when you look through biblical glasses!

Six Short Days, One Big Adventure!
35 minutes. (Ages 7-12)
DVD #30-9-016  Reg. $20  .................... $15
VHS #30-1-111  Reg. $15  .................... $10

A Jurassic Ark Mystery
40 minutes. (Ages 7-12)
DVD #30-9-015  Reg. $20  .................... $15
VHS #30-1-110  Reg. $15  .................... $10
Spanish VHS #80-1-025  ....................... $10

Both DVDs #40-1-128  ......................... $25
Both VHSs (Spanish not included) #90-7-096  ................ $15

NEW PRESENTATION RESOURCE!
Tools for Teaching (Vol. 2): Six Days
Second in a multi-volume CD-ROM series. Ken Ham gives detailed audio instruction on how to present a literal six day creation. You also receive the digital illustrations that Ken uses all over the world to present this topic.

NEW! Vol. 2 #20-5-065  ................ $19

$10 OFF THE COMPLETE SET! Buy Volume 2, and ADD Volume 1 (Relevance of Creation) for only $10 more (Reg. $19)!
Volumes 1 & 2 #90-7-176  ................ $29

Nearly 400 of Ken’s PowerPoint Illustrations!
Ken Ham & Dan Lietha
Nearly 400 of Ken Ham’s phenomenal illustrations (many by AiG artist Dan Lietha), Scripture references and quotes. Organized in the same order as Ken’s most important, powerful talks: • Genesis: The Key to Reclaiming the Culture • Six Days (Why the Days Must Be Literal) • Why Won’t They Listen? (Creation Evangelism). 389 slides. 3 outlines in PDF format. Adobe Acrobat Reader & PowerPoint Viewer installers included. MAC & PC compatible. (Jr High–Adult) #20-5-056

Reg. $39 .............................................. $29

For a complete listing of all AiG resources, visit www.AnswersBookstore.com

Call 1-800-778-3390 (Extended hours: 9 am-7 pm, ET) • Fax (859) 727-2299
**USSHER’S CLASSIC**

**HISTORY FROM CREATION (4004 BC) TO AD 70!**

- 8½” x 10 ¾” Hardcover
- Foil embossed
- 960 pages; illustrations
- Gold-gilded edges
- Supplemental CD-ROM
- Beautiful display box

**The Annals of the World #90-7-175 ........ $69**

**FREE ‘Scopes Trial’ DVD**

with your Ussher hardback purchase!

($12 VALUE)

**ALSO AVAILABLE IN GENUINE LEATHER!**

Donate $350* to the Creation Museum and receive a limited-edition, genuine leather-bound *Annals of the World* in a beautiful display box. Includes CD-ROM.

#10-3-108 .................. A MUSEUM DONATION OF $350*

www.AanswersInGenesis.org/jussiher

*A tax deduction of $300

**What’s all the fuss about?**

Read why the Park Service might ban this beautiful book *Grand Canyon: A Different Perspective*. An experienced guide, Tom Vail includes a lifelong collection of startling photographs and commentaries by leading creation scientists. 104 pages. (Jr High–Adult)

#10-2-153 .................. $17

**GRAND CANYON VHS, ONLY $7 EXTRA!**

Buy the book and get the *Grand Canyon Catastrophe* video (Reg. $12) for only $7 more.

Book & VHS #90-7-173 .................. $24

**FIRST TIME DISCOUNTED!**

‘Cartoons’ that’ll make a difference!

The best of Dan Lietha’s hilarious, thought-provoking *After Eden* cartoons, collected in one book. Great conversation starter—they’ll ‘get the point’ about biblical creation!

160 pages. (High School–Adult)

Welcome to Life After Eden
Reg. $9 #90-7-174 .................. $6

**FREE 2004 WALL CALENDAR!**

Get the *After Eden* calendar FREE ($12 value) with each book purchased! (While supplies last.)

**Your family needs**

‘Every computer in your office and at your home should have Bsafe. I believe this is one of the best programs in the world to help protect your family and colleagues on the internet.’ —Ken Ham

Go to AnswersInGenesis.org/bsafe to download the software.

‘Bsafe’ is an independent company that uses state-of-the-art filtering technology. When you go to AnswersInGenesis.org/bsafe to sign up, AiG receives a small commission as support for our ministry.

The internet is a great yet dangerous place. AiG’s research has demonstrated that Bsafe can protect your family from evil influences like pornography. We encourage every family to sign up now!

For a complete listing of all AiG resources, visit www.AanswersBookstore.com

Prices not available at seminars. • These specials expire 30 June 2004!
Creation makes waves in Bangladesh

Reaching students is hard anywhere, but particularly in Muslim-dominated Bangladesh. But a teacher named ‘Miss J’ recently told us how AiG materials—especially Creation magazine—makes her job easier!

I work at a school in Bangladesh and have been given many AiG materials to use here.

We have had some fantastic discussions in class, and the day we talked about us all being ‘one blood,’ I came home and my Creation magazine had arrived with the article, ‘One Big Family.’ The class was amazed that what I had been teaching the day before was actually in print, and that other people really believed this, not just Miss J!

These kids are so eager to learn, and it has been delightful to have such wonderful resources available from AiG. You are reaching the hearts of people around the world.

A teacher in Bangladesh is having a ball using your materials and reaching the hearts of Muslim children! A

—S.J., Bangladesh

The news is ‘all wet’

NASA announced last month that it has discovered a part of Mars that was once ‘soaking wet.’ NASA declared that this is ‘strong evidence’ that Mars was ‘hospitable to life.’

Find out the real story, and the evolutionary bias driving NASA’s Mars rovers, by going to www.AnswersInGenesis.org/Mars-water

By Faith can be sight!

Orders for the beautiful exclusive painting by renowned wildlife artist Jim Oliver continue to generate significant funds for AiG’s museum project (p. 3). It’s one of the most stunning and biblically accurate Noah’s Ark paintings ever done.

The painting features:

• the most unusual menagerie ever assembled, including all the dinosaurs and bizarre creatures that were on the Ark but aren’t shown in most Ark paintings.
• gathering storm clouds warn of God’s impending judgment
• the Cross, hidden in the rocks directly behind the Ark, signifies God’s promise of salvation

The painting will spark many opportunities to discuss Genesis and God’s plan to save those who trust Him.

Available in several formats, all hand-signed. Great for display in the home, office, church or school. Consider ordering extras for friends and family, or an heirloom to be passed on from generation to generation.

Proceeds directly support the Creation Museum construction.

Thank you for your ongoing support! A

See the special By Faith insert in the middle of this newsletter, or order by visiting www.CreationMuseum.org

Subscribers now in 140 nations!

Subscribe today ($22 year, 4 issues) by calling (800) 778-3390.
Excitement is building among speakers and teachers across the country, who labor at the front lines of ‘refuting compromise’ in America’s churches, for July’s ‘Creation College.’

To our knowledge, no conference like this has ever been offered.

Fourteen speakers, including Ken Ham and Dr. Jonathan Sarfati (brilliant scientist and author of Refuting Compromise) will share effective techniques in challenging audiences about the authority and integrity of Scripture, beginning with Genesis.

With 27 sessions, these specially arranged presentations are for anyone who teaches the Bible, origins, is involved in Sunday school, Christian school, or writes/researches about Genesis.

Practical aid will be offered in how to:
• construct effective creation presentations (e.g. PowerPoint)
• answer the most-asked creation/evolution questions
• make your ministry grow (some of AiG’s ‘secrets’)  
• design your own creation conferences  
• write more effectively

Specialists will share their accumulated experience to equip others in spreading the creation/gospel message. Participants will also receive free teaching tools, including resource-packed CD-ROMs.

Go to www.CreationCollege.info or call ext. 425 (859-727-2222). A

Higher Ground Conference Center, West Harrison, IN  
(near Cincinnati & 45 minutes from Answers in Genesis)

www.CreationCollege.info  1-800-350-3232 x 425

‘It’s turning out to be a major event’

For further details on all AiG events worldwide, visit www.AnswersInGenesis.org/events

To host an event or invite an AiG speaker to your church or organization event, visit www.AnswersInGenesis.org/requestevent

All events are subject to change.

For more information, please call 1-800-350-3232, ext. 403.
Safe on the net!

Along with all the helpful educational sites on the Internet, there’s a host of objectionable materials. Trustworthy protection is a must, especially for young families.

AiG’s own research and testing have demonstrated that Bsafe provides Internet protection that we trust. It’s extremely effective and easy to use with any ISP.

People around the country are installing Bsafe in their offices and homes.

We encourage every family to sign up now! See details on p. 8.

Your pastor comes free!

Because this year’s theme is ‘Operation: Refuting Compromise,’ we want as many pastors as possible to attend our faith-building conferences. If you are a full-time pastor in your church, clip out this coupon and present it at our meetings for free admittance. In addition, full-time pastors who present this coupon at meetings will also receive a complimentary copy of Ken Ham’s DVD Genesis: The Key to Reclaiming the Culture.

(Available only at AiG meetings; expires 12/31/04; does not apply to the Creation College)

Creation evangelism in action!

Why not challenge your local Christian school to do what this man tried (and succeeded in doing)?

Newly married and no children yet, my wife and I attended a seminar (14 years ago) that Ken Ham held in New Jersey. One of the things he mentioned was how many Christian schools no longer accept a literal creation account.

‘Ken’s comments have stayed with me all of these years. With two sons in a Christian school in New York City, I serve on the board of the school. Because of what Ken said many years ago, I proposed that the doctrinal statement in our constitution include a statement setting forth what the school already believes—a literal creation account. The board unanimously agreed.

‘Making this a part of our doctrinal statement will go a long way in safeguarding the doctrinal integrity of the school. Thank you, Ken.’

—M.S., New York

‘Well done good and faithful steward.’

What on earth am I here for?

This question is perhaps the most perplexing—and yet most important—in all of human history. Most people put their effort into making what they consider a ‘permanent’ home on this earth before they die. As Christians, we need to think beyond the confines of this earthly life, which is but a blink in the eye of eternity.

Our desire at Answers in Genesis is to assist you in using your time, talents and resources wisely, to the glory of God, so that when your time on earth has come to an end, you will hear the words, ‘Well done thou good and faithful steward.’

If you would like more information on the principles of good stewardship and planned giving, please call AiG’s John Pence at (800) 350-3232, ext. 483.

Arvada, CO
June 4
(303) 431-5653
Carl Kerby

Columbus, OH
June 24–26
(740) 654-3331
Ken Ham

Haslett, MI
June 26–27
(517) 333-7707
Dr David Menton

Grand Canyon, AZ
July 11–17
Grand Canyon Raft Trip
Colorado River
1-800-350-3232, ext. 425
Dr Keith Swenson

COUPON

If you are a full-time pastor in your church, clip out this coupon and present it at our meetings for free admittance. In addition, full-time pastors who present this coupon at meetings will also receive a complimentary copy of Ken Ham’s DVD Genesis: The Key to Reclaiming the Culture.

By the way, most of AiG’s meetings listed here are free. Please bring your pastor to an AiG meeting and make sure that he receives a complimentary copy of Ken’s DVD.
Did you know that contrary to what most of us were taught in schools, diamonds don’t take millions of years to form—they can form in just one day!

Researchers have now made diamonds by reacting carbon dioxide with metallic sodium in a pressurized oven, and the temperature is only 440° C—and at just 800 atmospheres of pressure.

And you know what? It only took 12 hours to complete the process! Other methods take just days and weeks.

At least a dozen different companies are now making synthetic diamonds. They’re almost impossible to distinguish from the ones found naturally. And yet, geologists still claim that it takes nature millions of years to form diamonds.

Sadly, many Christian leaders accept evolutionary ideas like this, and attempt to re-write Scripture to accommodate an old age for the earth. It’s a dangerous undermining of biblical authority.

Bottom line: if under the right conditions it’s possible that diamonds can be made in a very short period of time in the lab, then this is also possible in nature. Here’s another example of real science supporting a young earth!

Excerpted from the 19 April broadcast of Answers … with Ken Ham, now heard on more than 680 stations worldwide. For listings, visit www.AnswersInGenesis.org/radiolog